
   

This is a beginner pattern.  Basic sewing skills are assumed. 
Jo's Country Junction cannot guarantee individual results. 

33" Christmas Tree Skirt 
Finish off your holiday decorating with this fun and  

festive Christmas tree skirt that will have your family trying to  

name Santa's reindeer. 

Fabric Requirements: 
 

1 3/4 yards of red fabric  

3/4 yard white fabric 

1/4 yard black fabric 

40" x 40" batting  

Basting Spray 

1/2 yard Steam a Seam 2 

1/2 yard Tear Away Appliqué Stabilizer 
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Please read through all the instructions before beginning.   
 

Sew a white triangle to a red triangle as shown.  Make four sets. 

Make sure the red triangle is always to the right.  Press to the red. 
 

Using an AccuQuilt GO!    cutter and the Isosceles Triangle Die, cut four red triangles and 

four white triangles.  With the 3" Finish Triangle Die, cut four red triangles.  OR..use the 

patterns provided. 

Sew the two sets together. 

Press seam open. 

Sew two of the triangle sets together as shown.  Make two sets. 

Press to the red. 
 

Sew the red 3 1/2" triangles to the red isosceles triangles. If 

you don't have a Go! Cut 2~ 4 3/8" triangles and cut the on 

the diagonal.  Trim your block to 10.5" x 10.5". 

Using an AccuQuilt GO! cutter and the 6.5" Strip Die, cut 2 white strips. 

OR cut a 6.5" strip  

Sub cut into 2- 6.5" x 10.5" pieces and 2- 6.5" x 22.5" pieces.  Sew the 

white 10.5" pieces to the center block.  Press seams to the white. 

Sew the white 22.5" pieces to the center 

block.  Press to the white. 



For the reindeer and sleigh cut a piece of Steam a Seam 2 to cover the 6.5" strip of 

fabric .  Peel the paper backing from the Steam a Seam 2.  Press it onto the back of 

black fabric.  Place the fabric with the backing attached onto the reindeer on the 

Sleigh and Snowflakes die.  Cut one sleigh and five reindeer.  If you don't have the 

die, I made some drawings you can use.  They are on one of the following pages. 
 

Take the tree skirt and the appliqué pieces to the ironing board.  Pull the paper backing 

off the pieces and put in place as you like.  The Steam a Seam 2 allows you to lift and 

move the pieces until you find a position for the pieces that you like.  Once the pieces 

are where you want, press them with your iron.  Now the pieces will not move.   
 

Place a piece of Tear Away Appliqué Stabilizer on the back side of the tree skirt behind 

the reindeer and sleigh.  You may want to use a spray adhesive product to hold the 

Tear Away in place.  Using a decorative stitch such as a button hole stitch or zig-zag 

stitch along with black thread, machine appliqué the pieces in place.  Remove the 

excess Tear Away. 

Cut 4~ 6.5" strips.   

Sub cut into 2- 6.5" x 22.5" pieces and 2- 6.5" x 34.5" pieces.  Cut one 

6.5" strip of black fabric.  Set aside. 
 

Sew the two 22.5" red pieces to the center block. 

Press seam out. 

Sew two 34.5" red pieces to each side of the center block. 

Press seam out.  The piece should be 34.5" x 34.5". 
 

Fold your sewn piece in half.  Fold in half again.  

Measure 17" from the center and make an arching line as 

shown.  Cut on the line.  Open and you'll have a circle. 
 



  

Cut batting and backing fabric pieces slightly larger than the tree skirt.  Lay the 

backing fabric out wrong side up.  Layer the batting and then the tree skirt right 

side up on top.   Use basting spray between the layers to keep them flat.   

Machine quilt as desired. 

Cut 175" of BIAS cut binding that is 2.5" wide for the tree skirt.   Cut 125" for the 
table centerpiece.   

These MUST be cut on the bias...If you haven't done that 

before, Google "Cuting bias binding".  There are YouTube 

videos to show you how.  There's even a video that shows you 

how to cut it with your GO!  It's not hard! 

Bind. 
 

It's time to decide if the project will be 

a tree skirt or a centerpiece...  For the 

tree skirt, trace a 6" circle in the center 

of the quilt.  Draw a line from the 

edge of the quilt crossing the corners 

of the design.  Cut on the lines. 







 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As I was designing thisAs I was designing thisAs I was designing thisAs I was designing this project project project project, convers, convers, convers, conversatatatation at our house revolved around how many reindeer to ion at our house revolved around how many reindeer to ion at our house revolved around how many reindeer to ion at our house revolved around how many reindeer to 
put on the piece.  The family argued eight because there were eight reindeerput on the piece.  The family argued eight because there were eight reindeerput on the piece.  The family argued eight because there were eight reindeerput on the piece.  The family argued eight because there were eight reindeer.  Then someone .  Then someone .  Then someone .  Then someone 
mentioned Rudolph making nine reindeer.  I settled on five going with what I thought was the mentioned Rudolph making nine reindeer.  I settled on five going with what I thought was the mentioned Rudolph making nine reindeer.  I settled on five going with what I thought was the mentioned Rudolph making nine reindeer.  I settled on five going with what I thought was the 
most visual appealing.most visual appealing.most visual appealing.most visual appealing.        You can make that decision for yourself.You can make that decision for yourself.You can make that decision for yourself.You can make that decision for yourself.    

 

Feel free to stop over at my blog, www.joscountryjunction.com. Feel free to stop over at my blog, www.joscountryjunction.com. Feel free to stop over at my blog, www.joscountryjunction.com. Feel free to stop over at my blog, www.joscountryjunction.com. I have lots of vidI have lots of vidI have lots of vidI have lots of videos showing projects eos showing projects eos showing projects eos showing projects 
I've made with my AccuQuilt GO!I've made with my AccuQuilt GO!I've made with my AccuQuilt GO!I've made with my AccuQuilt GO!     I love to have visitors and meet new friends....and of course,  I love to have visitors and meet new friends....and of course,  I love to have visitors and meet new friends....and of course,  I love to have visitors and meet new friends....and of course, 
you'll want to see the latest projects I am working on.  You can you'll want to see the latest projects I am working on.  You can you'll want to see the latest projects I am working on.  You can you'll want to see the latest projects I am working on.  You can keep up to date by joiningkeep up to date by joiningkeep up to date by joiningkeep up to date by joining us on  us on  us on  us on 
Facebook.Facebook.Facebook.Facebook.    
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Please be respectful to the design process.  Don't make multiple  copies  of this pattern and hand 

them out to friends.  Credit Jo's Country Junction as the pattern designer when displaying or 

selling placemats publicly. 
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